


permission’ but also 'social permission' to successfully operate and is seen as central to one’s reputation.  
 
The current UTAS relocation scenario sees Tasmanians seeking to be part of the decision making continually told
by the UTAS Council that the relocation will go ahead no matter what! This does not reflect UTAS valuing a social
licence! 
 
It also raises the question as to whether the Council believes it needs a social licence at all. I strongly suggest
that it does for the following reasons.
 
Firstly, it is significantly funded by the Federal government and thus has a responsibility to Tasmanians because
their taxes contribute to Federal funds. 
 
Secondly, Tasmania only has one university and UTAS cites itself as Tasmania’s university. To claim this, it needs
a social licence with Tasmanians.
 
Thirdly, the Sandy Bay Campus’ land was a Tasmanian Government bequest, in other words, the Tasmanian
people’s bequest. Therefore, the UTAS Council has a moral obligation to be responsive to Tasmanians.
 
Fourthly, the 1992 legislation upon which the relocation case is based is, to many, allegedly ‘flawed’ because the
initial intent didn’t foresee it allowing the whole campus to be sold or leased. If this is the case surely something
that may be ‘legal’ also needs to be ‘right’, what is ‘right’ is agreed to through a social licence.
 
Lack of a social licence between UTAS and Tasmanians is evidenced by UTAS’ need for expensive pro-move
advertising and media articles, employing a ‘relocation ambassador’ and employing a company to facilitate ‘a
limited focus’ ‘paid’ Shake Up panel. Expensive! Are these an attempt to buy a ‘social licence’?
 
Lack of a social licence is also evidenced by the large number of Tasmanians, UTAS staff and students,
politicians, Hobart City councillors, small businesses, community groups and alumnus loudly voicing objections! 
 
Based on these shouldn’t the University of Tasmania Council be professionally obliged and morally expected to
be guided by community recommendations and expectations?’
 
The Act 1992 allows UTAS Council to act without a social licence yet, without a social licence,  how can Council
make the following decisions and statements and undertake the actions indicated?
 

How can the Council authorise leaving the Sandy Bay Campus when it has no social licence to do so?

(reflecting a lack of effective and comprehensive community engagement and approval)

How can the 2019-2022 UTAS Councils have the power to sell or lease an entire 60 year plus university

campus against the wishes of the Tasmanian community?

Why has the Council lacked appropriate and widely known levels of consultation regarding relocating to

the CBD?

How can UTAS Council be allowed to, allegedly, under resource maintenance on the Sandy Bay campus
over so many years? (Lack of appropriate maintenance for 10 years prior to the announcement of
wholesale move is cited)

How can UTAS Council commit to purchasing so many Hobart CBD properties to the detriment of the
CBD’s business and tourism capacity, according to many CBD business owners and Tasmanian
community members? Are these reflective of poor financial decisions over many years e.g. buildings
allegedly purchased for overpriced amounts?

How can UTAS Council authorise rental of Hobart CBD space to teach classes, such as Commerce in the
KPMG building, when it has ‘fit for purpose’ empty buildings at the sandy Bay Campus?



How can UTAS Council make decisions concerning relocation from Sandy Bay against the wishes of
approx. 80% of its Southern academic staff?

How can UTAS Council say it is moving from Sandy Bay ‘no matter what’ the Tasmanian community
thinks and that a don’t move vote in the pending Elector Poll will not make a difference?
How can UTAS Council’s decision to relocate from Sandy Bay be seen to be informed when it has been

proven that significant increases in traffic flow impacts and lack of available parking, in Sandy Bay and

the CBD, had not been appropriately identified or resolved and that there was also a lack of consultation

about the development of the Sandy Bay campus?

The UTAS Governing Council can make these decisions because the University of Tasmania Act 1992 gives it the
power  ‘…to act in all matters concerning the University in the way it considers will best advance the interests of
the University’ (2), ‘The Council has power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in
connection with the performance of its function as the University's governing authority …’(3)  and has ‘power ‘to
allocate funds and otherwise determine the best use of the resources of the University’ (3.b.)

The Act 1992 does allow the above autocratic approach but is this reflective of a ‘good’ piece of legislation? This
legislation allows the Council to operate without a social licence, is this legislation  therefore enabling a
responsible governance model? Don’t actions taken without a social licence and contrary to a community’s will,
by a public institution, indicate a lack of ‘good faith’, transparency, inclusive decision making, appropriate
communication and community expected obligations to the community being met? If a public institution is
operating without a social licence from those it exists to serve, why is it operating? The current Act does not
require a social licence!

As Abraham Lincoln said, ‘You must remember that some things legally right are not morally right’! Tasmanians
highly value the learning, research, teaching and student engagement and beautiful parklands that the ‘heart’
of UTAS, the Sandy Bay Campus,  has been acknowledged for in the past and can be again and I look to this
inquiry to represent them in rectifying this current situation. To enable this the legislation needs to be legally
and morally right!

I ask the Inquiry to right the current Act’s shortcomings by recommending a revision of the Act 1992.
 
Kind Regards
 
Signed: DallasBWilliams
 
 
Dallas Williams

 




